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relatively soon took on a character of its own which was eventually to influence not
only the very roots of the Western European education from which it sprang but also
the development of education in some of the traditional societies of Asia and Africa.
Meanwhile, the version of Western education transferred to the New France of Canada
was to become one of the most conservative elements of a highly traditional and
relatively unchanging society.
Although the St. Lawrence was explored by Cartier as early as 1535, the first
permanent settlements were not made in Quebec until 1608 under the leadership of
Champlain. Soon thereafter the teaching orders of the Catholic Church began to
establish schools: the Gray Friars as early as 1616, followed by the Jesuits, the
Sulpicians, the Ursulines, and the Sisters of the Congregation of Notre Dame founded
in Montreal in 1657. Most of these schools concentrated on the rudiments of reading,
writing, arithmetic, religion, and a bit of geography and history. The Jesuits provided
what secondary or higher education there was, a college in Quebec that offered the
standard classical, humanist course. For a population that amounted to around 10,000
persons by 1700 the church orders had established some two dozen schools, a notable
achievement in comparison with the availability of primary schools in France itself.
The founding of new schools tapered off toward the end of the seventeenth
century, reflecting no doubt the drastic decline in new immigration from France after
1681. In fact the 1660s and 1670s marked a significant turning point in French
Canadian history. Prior to that time the colony had been fostered by a series of trading
companies that had stressed the commercial importance of the fur trade and had
attracted a fairly liberal variety of bourgeois Frenchmen, including Huguenots. In
1663, however, the colony was transferred out of the hands of the Company of New
France into the hands of a royal governor and an intendant (administrator) directly
responsible to Louis XTV and his ministers in Paris. From this point forward the
absolutism and the economic mercantilism that were reaching a high point in France
were increasingly reflected in French Canada. From 1665 to 1672 under an especially
vigorous mtendcnit, Jean Talon, population increased and the colony reflected the
dynamism of the highly centralized regime of France at the height of its European
power. Under the stimulus of Bishop Francois Xavier de Leval in the 1660s, Jesuit and
Sulpician seminaries were founded in Quebec and Montreal for the advanced training
of Catholic priests and, reflecting the economic momentum in France itself, technical
schools for promoting the trades and agriculture were also established.
Absolutism, however, began to take its toll. A seigneurial system of land tenure
injected a kind of feudalism into New France that lasted much longer than in old
France. While it was less severe in its demands for dues and obligations required of the
habitant who worked the land, it nevertheless contributed a traditionalizing factor to
Quebec society that saw three-hundred-year-old remnants surviving to the 1960s.
Absolutism also mandated carefully restricted immigration in order to keep the
outflow from France under strict control. While 10,000 people left France for Canada
in a matter of 150 years to the mid-eighteenth century, the English sent out as many
as 45,000 to 50,000 to their American colonies in a matter of two or three decades in
the mid-seventeenth century. By 1750 French Canada had grown to approximately
50,000 population, while English America had grown to 1 million, even though France
was probably twice as large as England.

